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Abstract 

Radiation fog samples have been collected at a rural site in Central Pennsylvania from 2007 

through 2015 in order to document chemical composition, assess concentration changes over time, and 

to provide insight into emission sources that influence the region.  The collection of samples over 

multiple years makes this one of the few long duration radiation fog studies that have been completed.  

During the course of the campaign, 146 samples were obtained and analyzed for pH, major inorganic 

ions, low molecular weight organic acids, total organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen (TN).  

Ammonium (median concentration = 209 µN), sulfate (69 µN), calcium (51 µN), and nitrate (31 µN) were 

the most abundant inorganic ions, although these were present at much lower concentrations than for 

radiation fog studies conducted in other locations.  Organic acids, of which formate (20 µM) and acetate 

(21 µM) were the most abundant, were closer in magnitude to measurements made during previous 

studies.  Organic acids accounted for 15% of TOC, which had a median concentration of 6.6 mgC l-1.  The 

median concentration of TN was 3.6 mgN l-1, 18% of which was determined to be organic nitrogen.  

Statistically significant decreasing trends from 2007 to 2015 were noted for sulfate, ammonium, 

chloride, and nitrate.  For the same period, an increase in pH was observed.  Seasonal trends were 

identified for a number of species as well.  The partitioning of ammonia between the gas and aqueous 

phases was also investigated and found to deviate significantly from equilibrium. 
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1.  Introduction 

In the Northeastern United States, radiation fog formation is a relatively common occurrence 

during the fall when nights become longer, skies are clear, and winds are calm.  These conditions tend to 

promote strong radiational cooling at the surface which can lead to saturation in the surface layer and 

fog droplet formation.  The turbulent transfer of heat and water vapor are also critical factors in the 

initial formation and maintenance of radiation fogs (Degefie et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2011; Gultepe et al., 

2007).  Topography may enhance fog development and influence its spatial extent such as when 

radiatively cooled air accumulates at the bottom of river valleys.  The term air-drainage fog has been 

used to classify this subcategory of radiation fogs (George, 1951).  This often occurs in the Northeastern 

US when radiation fog preferentially forms in the deeper river valleys, producing a dendritic appearance 

on visible satellite imagery.  In the presence of a large high pressure system, radiation fog can be 

observed in the river valleys extending from West Virginia to New Hampshire, including many of the 

valleys in the Ridge and Valley region of Pennsylvania. 

It has long been recognized that fog droplets interact with aerosol particles and soluble gases in 

the atmosphere.  Fog droplets scavenge, modify through chemical and physical processes, redistribute, 

and remove from the atmosphere both particles and gases.  Because fogs affect pollutant formation, 

transformation, and removal, they have been the subject of field and laboratory research over the years.  

Recent examples of field-based radiation fog research include the documentation of fog composition 

and identification of pollutant sources (Li et al., 2011; Błas et al., 2010; Raja et al., 2008), the effect of 

droplet size on composition and the production of inorganic aerosol mass (Fahey et al., 2005; Moore et 
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al., 2004a; 2004b; Reilly et al., 2001), the removal of trace species from the atmosphere (Herckes et al., 

2007; Burkard et al., 2003; Collett et al., 2001), scavenging efficiencies (Gilardoni et al., 2014), organic 

nitrogen speciation and processing (Wang et al., 2015; Zang and Anastasio, 2003a; 2003b; McGregor and 

Anastasio, 2001), organic carbon speciation and processing (Herckes et al., 2013; Ervens et al., 2013; 

Ehrenhauser et al., 2012; Raja et al., 2009; Collett et al., 2008; Fuzzi et al., 2002), and secondary particle 

formation (Kaul et al., 2011; Dall’Osto et al., 2009).  Nearly all radiation fog field campaigns are short 

term, intensive studies with samples obtained during a limited number of events.   

Because fog droplets have been shown to be effective scavengers of aerosol particles and trace 

gases, they can provide an indication of local or regional air quality and can reveal changes over time if 

sampling occurs over an extended period.   There have been a number of multi-year cloud water studies 

at high elevation sites to compile long-term cloud water composition data or to quantify monthly, 

seasonal, or yearly trends (Yamaguchi et al., 2015; Deguillaume et al., 2014; Gioda et al., 2013; Murray 

et al., 2013; Vaitilingom et al., 2012; Aleksic et al., 2009; Aikawa et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 2006; Tago 

et al., 2006; Baumgardner et al., 2003; Anderson et al., 1999; Acker et al., 1995; Schemenauer et al., 

1995; Mohnen and Kadlecek, 1989).  In most of these studies stratus, frontal, or orographically 

enhanced clouds were targeted.  In comparison to cloud studies, long term sampling of radiation fog has 

been limited to only a few locations.  Studies with sufficiently long data sets to evaluate trends have only 

been published for sites in Strasburg, France, the Po Valley in Italy, and the Central Valley in California.  

A ten year record of radiation fog composition was obtained in Strasburg to examine temporal trends in 

major ions and trace metals (Herckes et al., 2002a).  In the Po Valley, short term studies of radiation fog 

began in the early 1980’s, with more systematic sampling beginning in 1989 at the San Pietro Capofiume 

field site.  Trends in inorganic ions, organic acids, and water soluble organic carbon observed over a 20 

year period have recently been published for that location (Giulianelli et al., 2014).   Radiation fog 

sampling in the Central Valley of California has taken the form of individual intensive field campaigns, 
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but these have occurred fairly regularly at various sites in the Valley since 1982.  Herckes et al. (2015) 

published a compilation of results from studies over a 30 year period with a focus on spatial variations 

and temporal trends in fog occurrence and composition.  

In addition to these three sites, radiation fog composition measured over a multi-year period is 

now available for a site in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States.  Sample collection began in 2007 

on the campus of Susquehanna University, located in the Ridge and Valley Region of Central 

Pennsylvania.  Through 2015, 146 fog events have been sampled and analyzed with the objectives of 

documenting radiation fog composition in the region and identifying trends over time.  The results 

presented in this paper build on the initial findings of inorganic ion composition at this location (Straub 

et al., 2012), and now includes measurements of low molecular weight organic acids, total organic 

carbon (TOC), and total nitrogen (TN).  A sufficiently long data record is also now available to present 

temporal trends. 

 

2.  Methods 

2.1  Sampling Location 

Fog sampling occurred during an eight year period from 2007 through 2015 at the Center for 

Environmental Education and Research (CEER) on the campus of Susquehanna University in Central 

Pennsylvania.  The sampling site was located 3 km from the Susquehanna River and is immediately 

surrounded by land used for agricultural purposes.  Local emission sources include two uncontrolled 

coal combustion units, a 400 MW coal-fired electrical generation plant 7 km to the Northeast and a 

much smaller coal-fired steam plant 1.3 km to the East.  Both of these facilities were decommissioned in 

early 2014.  In addition, this area is influenced by agricultural emissions derived from fertilizer 

application and livestock.  Transportation, home heating, and industry sources are also present at a level 

consistent with a rural area. 
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Climatologically, the sampling location experiences 25 to 30 days with dense fog per year, 

defined as having visibility less than or equal to 0.25 miles (NOAA, 2002).  The vast majority of the fog 

events are radiation fogs that occur any time between May and November, but are most common in the 

fall.  Though infrequent, this area also experiences occasional fog development associated with 

precipitation or as a result of warm air advection from the south when snow cover is present.  For the 

purposes of this study, a fog event was classified as a radiation fog if wind speeds were less than 2.5 m s-

1 and skies were clear or mostly clear in the hours immediately prior to sample collection.  Events in 

which rain occurred during the sample collection period were considered precipitation fogs and were 

not included in this study.  Because the sampling equipment was not actively maintained during the 

winter months, no advection fog samples were collected.   

 

2.2  Sample Collection 

Fog samples were collected throughout the study period with a Caltech Heated Rod Cloud 

Collector (CHRCC) mounted 2 m above the ground.  The CHRCC contained six rows of 3.2 mm diameter 

stainless steel rods which act as impaction surfaces.  The rods were oriented at a 35° angle to the 

vertical and were mounted in a Teflon trough at the base.  Air and fog droplets were drawn into the 

collector and past the collection rods at a flow rate of 5.6 m3 min-1 by a fan located in the rear of the 

collector.  After impaction, the accumulated cloud droplets flowed down the rods, through the Teflon 

trough, and into a collection bottle.  The combination of droplet velocity and impaction rod diameter 

produced a theoretical 50% cut-off diameter of 9 microns (Demoz et al., 1996).    

The system was automated with a fog detector and pneumatically actuated front and rear 

doors.  The presence of fog was initially detected with a Colorado State University Optical Fog Detector 

(CSU-OFD; Carrillo et al., 2008).  In 2010 the CSU-OFD was replaced with a Belfort model 3100 visibility 

monitor which reduced sensitivity to precipitation and improved reliability.  The collection system was 
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activated when threshold values reached 60 mg m-3 when the CSU-OFD was in use or 500 m for the 

visibility sensor.  A single bulk sample was obtained during each fog event.   

The sampler was washed thoroughly with 18 MΩ deionized (DI) water whenever a fog event was 

expected or at least once per week to ensure that the collector was clean in case of unexpected fog 

formation.  After washing, a blank sample was obtained by spraying DI water into the inlet and allowing 

it to drain from the collection rods into the sample bottle.  Every blank sample that immediately 

preceded a fog event was analyzed along with the sample to verify that the collector was 

uncontaminated.  In addition, the blank samples were used for the calculation of detection limits. 

Through 2015, 146 fog events were sampled.  A single radiation fog sample was obtained in 

2007 when the program first began.  An average of 12 samples were collected per year from 2008 

through 2010.  The rate of sampled fog events increased to an average of 22 per year from 2011 to 2015 

primarily due to the increased reliability of the Belfort visibility monitor to detect fog and activate the 

system. 

In 2012 a leak was discovered in the collector at the location where the impaction rods 

penetrate the Teflon trough that funnels accumulated fog droplets into the sample bottle.  The press-fit 

connections between the impaction rods and the Teflon trough either loosened over time or perhaps 

did not seal perfectly from the beginning of the project.  The result is that some of the accumulated fog 

water was lost before it reached the sample bottle.  This sample loss reduced the overall collected 

volume, but should not have affected measured concentrations.  Because the collector was automated 

and ran unattended, the leak was not discovered sooner.   Unfortunately, it was not possible to 

determine how long the leak occurred or the volume of sample that was lost.  The leak was corrected 

before the 2013 fog season.  Liquid water content (LWC) data are therefore only available for 2008 and 

2009 when the CSU-OFD was in use and calibrated for direct LWC measurement, and for the period 
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2013 – 2015 after the leak was fixed and estimates could be based on collected sample volume, air flow 

rate, and CHRCC efficiency (Demoz et al., 1996). 

 

2.3  Sample Analysis 

After each fog event, the collected sample was weighed and its pH was measured using an 

Accumet AR50 pH meter calibrated against pH 4.0 and pH 7.0 buffers.  Samples were then prepared for 

inorganic ion, organic acid, TOC, and TN analyses.  Samples for major ion and organic acid analyses were 

stored at 4°C while samples for TOC and TN analyses were frozen until measurements were made.  

Samples for organic acid analysis were preserved by adding chloroform to make a 2.5% solution.  Major 

inorganic ions were quantified from the beginning of the field project in 2007; however, some of the 

samples collected in 2008 were prioritized for other studies and inorganic ions were not measured in 

every sample that year.  The analysis of organic acids began in 2012 while the analysis of TOC and TN 

both began in 2013.  The number of samples analyzed for each species can be found in Table 1. 

Inorganic ions and organic acids were analyzed by ion chromatography (IC) using a Dionex ICS-

2000 system with suppressed conductivity detection.   For anions (Cl-, SO4
2-, and NO3

-), an AS12A 

analytical column with carbonate/bicarbonate eluent was used prior to 2009 and an AS18 column and 

KOH eluent was used thereafter.  Cations (Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+) were quantified with a CS12A 

column and methanesulfonic acid (MSA) eluent.   Separation of organic acids (acetate, propionate, 

formate, methanesulfonate, pyruvate, valerate, glutarate, succinate, maleate, and oxalate) was 

performed with an AS11 column and a gradient KOH elution.   This method measures the total of the 

ionic and non-ionic forms of each organic acid present in the sample.  In addition to organic acids, the 

AS11 column was used to measure several additional inorganic anions (F-, NO2
-, PO4

3-).   

When sufficient sample volume was available, TOC was analyzed with a Shimadzu TOC analyzer 

(TOC-L) which directly measures total carbon and inorganic carbon, with TOC being the difference 
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between the two.  The TOC-L was calibrated against potassium hydrogen phthalate and sodium 

carbonate/bicarbonate standards.  Because organic carbon could have either been dissolved in the fog 

samples or present in the form of insoluble particles, a number of samples were used to determine the 

fraction of dissolved organic carbon (DOC).  An additional analysis was performed for 12 events in which 

a portion of the sample was filtered (0.2 μm PTFE membrane) to exclude any insoluble particles and 

therefore provide a measure of DOC.  The Shimadzu TOC-L was also equipped with a total nitrogen 

module (TNM-L) which was used when sufficient sample remained after TOC analysis.  The TNM-L was 

calibrated against potassium nitrate standards.  

Detection limits (DL) at the 95% confidence level for the IC analyses were calculated from the 

field blanks that were obtained before the collection of each sample over the duration of the campaign 

(Table 1).  While the majority of ions were measured at levels greater than the detection limits, sodium 

was found to be below the detection limit in approximately 80% of samples.   Other inorganic ions 

measured below the detection limit were potassium (4 samples), magnesium (17), and fluoride (20).  

Organic acids, with the exception of acetate and formate, were present at levels below the detection 

limit in many samples as illustrated graphically in Figure 1.  When a measurement was below the 

detection limit, a value of one-half the detection limit was used for the purposes of calculating averages.  

Detection limits for TOC were also based on field blanks while detection limits for TN were determined 

from replicate analyses of the lowest concentration standard.  TOC and TN values exceeded the 

detection limits for all samples. 

Analytical precision calculations were based on replicate measurements of standards that were 

made during each IC run throughout the campaign.  Precision is presented as relative standard 

deviations (RSD) in Table 1.  The accuracy of the IC analyses for inorganic ions was checked by analyzing 

NIST traceable standards along with the samples and blanks during every IC run.  Measurements of the 

NIST traceable standards were within ±7% of the certified values on average for magnesium, chloride, 
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and phosphate and within ±4% of the certified values on average for the remaining ions.  NIST traceable 

check standards were not available for other species. 

 

3.  Results and Discussion 

Late summer and early fall are meteorologically favorable for radiation fog formation in the 

study region.  As a result, about 75% of the samples were collected during the months of August, 

September, and October.   Approximately 20% were collected in May and June, while only a few samples 

were collected during the months of April, July, and November.  The average start time was 3:30 AM 

and the average sample duration was just under 4 hours, through there was a great deal of variability in 

collection times and durations. 

 

3.1  Fog Composition 

Inorganic ion composition was dominated by ammonium (median concentration = 209 μN) 

which is not uncommon in agricultural regions where emissions of ammonia from fertilizer application 

and livestock can be extensive.   Ammonium was followed by sulfate (69 μN), calcium (51 μN), nitrate 

(31 μN), and bicarbonate (22 μN), which was assumed to be in equilibrium with gas phase CO2 at the 

measured fog pH and temperature.  The remaining inorganic ions all had median concentrations less 

than 10 μN (Table 1).   

Acetate (median concentration = 21 μM) and formate (20 μM) were the most abundant organic 

acids that were measured, as is the case in most aqueous and gas phase studies (Chebbi and Carlier, 

1996).  The next two most abundant organic acids, propionate and oxalate, were observed at median 

concentrations a factor of ten lower.  The remaining organic acid ions had median values that ranged 

between 0.1 and 1 μM (Figure 1).   
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The median TOC concentration, measured in 67 samples, was 6.6 mgC l-1.  In 12 of those 

samples, DOC was also determined.  For those samples in which both were measured, there was good 

agreement (r = 0.98) between TOC and DOC.  The majority of the organic carbon in these samples was 

found to be water soluble.  DOC accounted for 82 ± 8% of TOC (Figure 2), similar to values reported by 

others.  In bulk radiation fog samples collected in the Central Valley of California, DOC fractions of 76% 

and 84% were calculated for fog samples collected in Fresno (Collett et al., 2008) and Angiola (Herckes 

et al., 2013).  Additional observations of DOC fractions in radiation fog include 89% along the US Gulf 

Coast (Raja et al., 2008), 86% and 87% in the Po Valley, Italy (Giulianelli et al., 2014; Facchini et al., 

1999), and 95% in Dubendorf, Switzerland (Capal et al., 1990). 

For the 59 samples in which organic acids and TOC were both analyzed, the measured organic 

acids accounted for only a small fraction of TOC.  In aggregate they contributed an average of 15% 

(range: 3% to 37%) to TOC based on carbon mass, while the balance of TOC remained unspeciated.  

Individual contributions to TOC from acetate, formate, maleate, and propionate were 7.0%, 2.9%, 2.3%, 

and 1.3% respectively.  The remaining organic acids added less than 1% each to TOC.  These 

observations are consistent in magnitude to other radiation fog studies that have investigated organic 

composition (Collett et al., 2008; Collett et al., 1999; Herckes et al., 2002b; Herckes et al., 2002c). 

Overall, organic and inorganic species contributed nearly evenly to the total solute mass loading.  

When TOC was converted to organic mass using a factor of 1.8, organic matter accounted for 52% of 

solute mass when averaged over the 61 samples with inorganic ions and TOC values available.  However, 

the contribution of organic matter to total solute mass was quite variable, ranging from 24% to 80%.   

The average split between organic and inorganic mass noted here is higher than values reported for 

other radiation fog studies.  In the Central Valley of California, Herckes et al. (2007) calculated that 

organic mass accounted for 29% total solute mass, while Collett et al. (2008) arrived at a value of 
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approximately one-third of total solute mass.  In the Po Valley, 25% of the total solute mass was found 

to be organic (Giulianelli et al., 2014) and along the Gulf Coast the value was 13% (Raja et al., 2005). 

TN was measured in 55 samples from 2013 through 2015.  TN analysis was based on unfiltered 

samples; however, filtered samples (0.2 μm PTFE membrane) were analyzed in parallel on 12 occasions.  

The results showed that the filtered and unfiltered concentrations agreed within 0.3% on average, 

suggesting that total nitrogen was essentially completely dissolved.  The median TN value was 3.6 mgN l-

1, with inorganic nitrogen accounting for the majority of that value.  Ammonium, nitrate, and nitrite 

contributed 67%, 11%, and 4% of the measured TN on average.  Organic nitrogen made up the 

remaining 18% of TN.  Measurements of TN and organic nitrogen in radiation fog samples are relatively 

rare, but the partitioning of TN observed during this study is similar to two radiation fog studies 

conducted in the Central Valley of California.  In those studies, organic nitrogen accounted for 16% of TN 

in Davis (Zhang and Anastasio, 2001) and between 10% and 17% in Fresno (Collett et al., 2008).   While 

the fractions of organic nitrogen were similar among the radiation fog studies, the absolute 

concentrations of organic nitrogen were quite different.  Compared to this study, organic nitrogen 

concentrations were greater by a factor of three in Fresno and by a factor of 10 in Davis. 

A wide range of pH values was observed during this study, from 3.08 to 7.41.  The average pH, 

based on average H+ concentration, was 4.65 and the median value was 6.46.  The majority of samples 

had a pH value that fell between 6.0 and 7.0, though a secondary peak in the pH distribution was 

present between 4.5 and 5.0 pH units (Figure 3).  Figure 3 also shows the contribution of species that 

typically have the greatest impact on pH values:  inorganic acids (sulfate and nitrate), organic acids 

(acetate and formate), and neutralizing species (ammonium and calcium).  For samples with the lowest 

pH values (<4.5), organic acids appear to have been the primary acidifying species rather than sulfate 

and nitrate.  Unfortunately, no specific meteorological conditions or emission sources have yet been 

identified that account for these elevated organic acid concentrations or the increase in the frequency 
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of samples in the 4.0 to 5.0 pH range.  At pH values above about 5, the fraction of inorganic acids began 

to exceed that of organic acids.  At that point, however, the fraction of both generally decreased in the 

presence of abundant neutralizing species.  The substantial amount of ammonium in the fog samples 

resulted in high pH values in the majority of samples.  Neutralization by carbonate species can also be 

inferred in samples with high calcium concentrations, which occasionally exceeded concentrations of 

ammonium.   

 

3.2  Charge balance 

A charge balance between anions and cations is often used as an indicator of data quality in fog 

studies.  An equal number of positive and negative charges in an individual sample (Σanions/Σcations = 1) 

indicates that electroneutrality is satisfied, that the majority of charged species were measured, and 

that analytical and other errors were minimized.  For samples collected prior to 2012 in which organic 

acids were not measured, the average charge balance was 0.64.  For samples collected during 2012 and 

later, measurements of organic acids, nitrite, phosphate, and fluoride were available and were included 

in the charge balance, resulting in an average value of 0.81.  For this calculation, only the fraction of the 

organic acids in their ionic forms, determined as a function of sample pH, were considered.  While the 

inclusion of these additional anions brings the charge balance closer to unity, an anion deficit still exits. 

When evaluating the charge balance as a function of pH, it became clear that the lowest charge 

balance ratios were associated with higher pH values.  For samples with a pH less than 6.0, the charge 

balance averaged 1.00 ± 0.10 while samples with a pH greater than 6.0 had an average charge balance 

of 0.74 ± 0.12.  This observation led to a focus on bicarbonate, which rapidly becomes the dominant 

form of inorganic carbon at pH values above 6.3, and was the only species included in the charge 

balance that was not explicitly measured.  Instead, the aqueous phase bicarbonate concentration 
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([𝐻𝐶𝑂3
−]𝑎𝑞) was assumed to be in equilibrium with gas phase CO2 (𝑝𝐶𝑂2

) at the measured fog pH and 

temperature:   

[𝐻𝐶𝑂3
−]𝑎𝑞 =

𝐻𝐶𝑂2
𝐾𝑎1𝑝𝐶𝑂2

[𝐻+]
 (Eqn. 1) 

Where 𝐻𝐶𝑂2
 is the Henry’s law coefficient for CO2, 𝐾𝑎1 is the dissociation constant for dissolved CO2, and 

[𝐻+] is the aqueous phase hydrogen ion concentration. 

Numerous studies have investigated gas/liquid phase partitioning in clouds and fogs, with nearly 

all showing significant discrepancies, both supersaturation and subsaturation, between measured 

aqueous concentrations and expected concentrations based on Henry’s law equilibrium with the gas 

phase (Acker et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2004b; Sellegri et al., 2003; Jaeschke et al., 1998; Laj et al., 1997; 

Winiwarter et al., 1994; Facchini et al., 1992a; 1992b; Winiwarter et al., 1992; Pandis and Seinfeld, 1991; 

Winiwarter et al., 1988; Jacob et al., 1986). These studies have shown that deviations from equilibrium 

can result from mixing of droplets that are individually in equilibrium with the gas phase, variations in 

liquid water content over the course of the sampling period, mass transfer limitations, or some 

combination of these phenomena.   

To investigate further, a second method of determining bicarbonate concentrations was 

considered.  Inorganic carbon concentrations were available for a subset of samples that underwent 

TOC analysis.  To determine bicarbonate concentrations from these measurements, sample pH was used 

to partition inorganic carbon into dissolved carbon dioxide, bicarbonate, and carbonate.  Following the 

procedure of Seinfeld and Pandis (2006), the molar fraction of bicarbonate was calculated as: 

[𝐻𝐶𝑂3
−]𝑎𝑞

[𝐶𝑂2
𝑇]

= (1 +
[𝐻+]

𝐾𝑎1
+

𝐾𝑎2

[𝐻+]
)

−1

 (Eqn. 2) 

Where 𝐾𝑎2 is the dissociation constant for bicarbonate and [𝐶𝑂2
𝑇] is the total CO2 in solution, here 

assumed to be equal to the inorganic carbon concentration from the TOC analysis.  A similar calculation 

indicated that carbonate concentrations were negligible for the fog pH values in this study. 
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The resulting bicarbonate concentrations were a factor of 2.4 greater on average than the 

values estimated from gas phase equilibrium considerations.  The magnitude of the discrepancy 

between the two methods of determining bicarbonate concentrations was not dependent on sample 

pH, but did increase as total inorganic carbon concentration increased in the sample.  Overall, the 

measured inorganic carbon method of determining bicarbonate concentrations yielded a better 

correlation between anions and cations and did a better job closing the anion/cation deficit than the 

carbonate estimate that assumes equilibrium with the gas phase (Figure 4).  For the subset of samples in 

which inorganic carbon was measured, the charge balance increased from 0.75 ± 0.13 to 0.91 ± 0.08 

when inorganic carbon derived bicarbonate values were used. 

 

3.3  Correlations between radiation fog species  

A number of strong, statistically significant (p<0.01) correlations were observed between 

inorganic ions, acetate, formate, TOC, and organic nitrogen (Table 2).  These correlations can provide 

some broad insight into emissions that influence this region.  A correlation between sulfate and nitrate 

(r = 0.55) suggests a common source, presumably coal combustion which is the predominant source of 

sulfur emissions in the US.  Chloride was also well correlated with sulfate (r = 0.63).  This, when coupled 

with chloride to sodium ratios that were a factor of four greater on average than ratios expected for sea 

salt, is evidence of a primarily anthropogenic combustion source of chloride rather than a marine 

source. 

Ammonium was strongly correlated with sulfate (r = 0.92) and nitrate (r = 0.69), reflecting the 

neutralization of the associated acids either in precursor aerosol particles on which the droplets 

nucleated or within the fog droplets after their formation.  As noted, ammonium was abundant in the 

fog samples and may have originated to some extent from agricultural fertilizers.  If this is the case, 

correlations might also be expected between the other major macronutrients typically found in 
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fertilizers, which include phosphate, potassium, and other sources of nitrogen, often in the form of 

nitrates.  Correlations between phosphate and ammonium (r = 0.61), potassium (r = 0.64), and nitrate (r 

= 0.50), in addition to the aforementioned correlation between ammonium and nitrate, lend some 

support to the proposition that agricultural fertilizers are one possible source of these species in the fog 

samples.   

Potassium was also found to be well correlated with TOC (r = 0.60).  Potassium is often 

considered to be a marker of biomass combustion, suggesting that some portion of the measured TOC 

and potassium originated from biomass burning.  Local sources of biomass combustion include 

residential wood-fired boilers, which are common in the area, and at least one nearby industrial facility 

that burns waste wood and sawdust for process heat.   

Acetate and formate were strongly correlated with one another (r = 0.94), indicating a 

commonality of sources.  Unfortunately, the diversity of production pathways that have been identified 

for those species, including primary biogenic and anthropogenic emissions and secondary production 

(Chebbi and Carlier, 1996) makes identifying particular sources difficult without additional 

measurements.  Acetate and formate were not strongly correlated with any of the inorganic ions, but 

they were correlated with TOC, having correlation coefficients of 0.73 (formate) and 0.67 (acetate).  

As expected, the crustal derived ions calcium and magnesium were strongly correlated (r = 

0.72).  Nitrite was most strongly correlated with calcium (r = 0.69) and magnesium (r = 0.53).  This 

suggests that nitrite in the fog samples was not just the result of absorption of gas phase HONO, but was 

incorporated through scavenging of particulate nitrite as well.  The ground surface has been shown to 

be an important nitrite reservoir as a result of soil-N nitrification/denitrification reactions (Su et al., 

2011), deposition of gas phase HONO (VandenBoar et al., 2013), or heterogeneous formation from NO2 

(Acker et al., 2008; 2005).  Therefore, the potential exists for crustal materials containing nitrite to be 

directly lofted into the atmosphere.  Alternatively, the emission of gas phase HONO from the surface 
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may also undergo acid displacement reactions, especially on carbonate containing dust particles 

(VandenBoar et al., 2014).   

Organic nitrogen measured during the study showed correlations with the inorganic nitrogen 

species ammonium (r = 0.85) and nitrate (r = 0.56) as well as phosphate (r = 0.64).  This indicates an 

agricultural source of organic nitrogen, a finding that has also been noted in precipitation-based organic 

nitrogen studies (Cape et al., 2011 and reference therein) with further evidence coming from known 

livestock and fertilizer emissions of individual organic nitrogen species.  Other potential sources of 

organic nitrogen highlighted by Cape et al. (2011) include soil dust and biomass burning.  However, the 

lack of a statistically significant correlations of organic nitrogen with calcium, magnesium, and potassium 

in this study makes these sources less likely. 

 

3.4  Concentration trends over time 

Changes in concentrations over time were evaluated for inorganic ions which were measured 

over the entire sample collection period.  A significant trend was determined to be present if the slope 

of a linear regression of each ion over time was statistically different than zero (p<0.01).  To linearize the 

data, and to satisfy the requirement for normally distributed residuals (Helsel and Hirsch, 2002), the 

logarithm of the concentration values were used in this analysis.  Figure 5 shows these values as a 

function of time.  Significant decreasing trends were observed for sulfate, ammonium, chloride, and pH.  

Nitrate was also found to decrease over time but at a slightly lower confidence level (p=0.02).  Also 

shown in Figure 5 are statistically significant trends in the ratios of nitrate/sulfate and 

ammonium/(sulfate+nitrate).  Potassium, magnesium, and calcium exhibited no significant trends with 

time.  Sodium was below the DL in the majority of samples, so no trend analysis was performed.  No 

significant trends were noted in sample duration over the length of the project.  Trends in LWC were 

difficult to evaluate because LWC data was not available for the entire period, and for the two time 
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periods when it was available, LWC was determined using different methods as described in Section 2.2.  

An increasing trend in LWC over the course of the study period could potentially contribute to the 

observed decreasing trends in ion concentrations as a result of dilution.  However, studies that have 

investigated LWC trends over the last few decades have found that LWC has been decreasing over time 

in most locations (Klemm and Lin, 2016; Herckes et al., 2015) possibly due to changes in climate or 

aerosol mass loading.   A decreasing trend in LWC, or a lack of a trend in LWC, would suggest that the 

observed decreases in ion concentrations are the result of changes in emissions rather than dilution. 

The trends in sulfate and nitrate likely reflects reductions in emissions that have resulted from 

enhanced stack-gas scrubbing, improved combustion techniques, and the switch to low sulfur fuels that 

have been ongoing in the US over the last several decades.  Aggregate SO2 emissions for the US as a 

whole decreased 52% while SO2 emissions in the Mid-Atlantic region (US EPA Region 3:  Delaware, the 

District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia) declined 68% from 2008 

through 2014 based on the US EPA’s Air Pollutant Emissions Trends Data (US EPA, 2015).  This compares 

to a 76% decrease in sulfate concentrations in the fog samples based on the regression shown in Figure 

5.  Because fog forms in stagnation conditions and is therefore reflective of local sources, the 

decommissioning in early 2014 of two local coal combustion sources that lacked SO2 controls likely 

played a role in the enhanced decreasing trend in fog sulfate concentration.  US emissions of NOx have 

also declined during the last few decades, but not to the same extent as sulfur.  NOx emissions 

decreased 27% both at the national level and for the Mid-Atlantic region (US EPA, 2015) while fog 

nitrate concentrations decreased 36% from 2008 to 2014.  With concentrations of nitrate decreasing at 

a slower rate than sulfate in the fog samples, the ratio of nitrate to sulfate increased during the study 

period.  In 2008 the nitrate to sulfate ratio was approximately 0.3 but by 2015 the ratio was approaching 

an average value of 0.9.   
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Interestingly, chloride concentrations in the fog samples declined 72% from 2008 through 2014.  

There are no national inventories for comparison.  As noted earlier, the chloride observed in the fog 

samples does not appear to be associated with sea salt.  In the absence of a major sea salt source, the 

emission of HCl from fossil fuel combustion, primarily coal combustion, was the likely source of chloride 

in the fog samples (Keene et al., 1999; McCulloch et al., 1999).  Along with dedicated HCl removal 

systems, most of the control technologies employed for SO2 reductions, including wet and dry scrubbers 

and the transition away from coal, have the cobenefit of reducing HCl emissions.  Therefore, it may not 

be surprising that the decline in chloride concentrations in the fog samples were similar in magnitude to 

that noted for suflate. 

Ammonium concentrations in the fog samples decreased 35% between 2008 and 2014 even 

though emissions of ammonia declined only slightly at the national level (3%) and for the Mid-Atlantic 

region (6%) during that time (US EPA, 2015).  Ammonium is incorporated into the fog droplets through 

scavenging of ammonium containing particles and through the absorption of gas phase ammonia.  The 

observed decline in sulfate and nitrate concentrations in the fog samples suggest that fewer ammonium 

sulfate and ammonium nitrate particles were being scavenged as time progressed.  Furthermore, with 

fewer acidic inputs in the form of nitric acid or bisulfate to the droplets, droplet pH would tend to be 

higher, and less ammonium would be absorbed from the gas phase to satisfy partitioning equilibrium.  

The increase in pH of approximately 1 pH unit over the course of the study supports this argument.  As 

the sum of sulfate and nitrate decreased at a more rapid rate than ammonium, the ratio of ammonium 

to sulfate plus nitrate more than doubled during the study period, from a value of approximately 1.2 in 

2008 to a value of 2.7 in 2015 (Figure 5).   

In addition to trends over the length of the study, seasonal trends were also investigated.  For a 

number of species, concentrations tended to be higher in the spring and then decrease as the year 

progressed.  Although there is a great deal of variability, statistically significant (p<0.01) decreasing 
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trends from April through October were observed for nitrate (r = 0.31), ammonium (r = 0.24), potassium 

(r = 0.27), phosphate (r = 0.37), acetate (r = 0.28), and formate (r = 0.34).  Contributing to these 

decreasing trends may be an increase in LWC from early spring through late fall of approximately 25% 

(p<0.02).  However, the trends in concentration are greater than can be accounted for through dilution 

alone.  Instead, these trends may reflect changes in emissions associated with the growing season.  Soils 

have been proposed as a significant source of carboxylic acids to the atmosphere (Talbot et al., 1995) as 

have direct emissions from vegetation (Chebbi and Carlier, 1996) with both sources exhibiting a seasonal 

variation that peaks during the growing season.   Meanwhile, nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorous are 

the primary macronutrients in agricultural fertilizers.  Emissions from soils and fertilizers may both be 

enhanced in the spring when soil overturning and fertilizer application are most intense and then 

decrease in the fall as the growing season comes to a close.  

 

3.5  Comparisons to other radiation fog studies 

Inorganic ion concentrations in fog samples collected at the site in central Pennsylvania have 

been shown to be substantially lower than values measured in fogs and clouds elsewhere in the US 

(Straub et al., 2012).  In terms of radiation fogs, this finding was based on multiple studies in the Central 

Valley of California, along the US Gulf Coast, and in Indianapolis, IN.  The sum of sulfate, nitrate, and 

ammonium at these locations was typically two to ten times higher, and sometimes 20 to 50 times 

higher, than the current study.  Of the radiation fog studies reviewed, the only site in the US with 

concentrations similar in magnitude to those measured during the present study was Albany, NY.  The 

relatively higher inorganic ion concentrations reported in the literature extend to international locations 

as well.   For example, the average sum of sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium was eight times greater in the 

Po Valley in Italy (Giulianelli et al., 2014), four times greater in Poland (Błas et al., 2010), 21 times 
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greater in Shanghai (Li et al., 2011), eight times greater in Switzerland (Burkard et al., 2003), and 13 

times greater in Strasbourg, France (Millet et al., 1996).  

While inorganic ion concentrations measured at other locations were much higher than those 

observed during this study, organic acid concentrations were closer in magnitude to measurements at 

other locations.  This is illustrated in Figure 6, in which formate, acetate, propionate, and oxalate 

concentrations measured here are compared to those measured in 14 previous radiation fog studies.  

Because of the disparity between the mean and median values calculated for the current study, both are 

included in Figure 6.  Mean values were most often reported in the literature; however, some only 

specified median values and are noted as such.  When average values are considered, the 

concentrations of formate and acetate measured in Central Pennsylvania are comparable to some of 

those found in the Central Valley of California and the Po Valley in Italy, the two regions in which 

radiation fogs have been the most comprehensively studied.  On the other hand, there are a number of 

studies in which much higher organic acid concentrations were recorded.   

The situation is similar for comparisons of TOC concentrations.  Herckes et al. (2013) provides a 

thorough review of organic matter in fogs and clouds and compiles a comprehensive list of fog studies in 

which TOC or DOC measurements were made.  The mean (8.2 mgC l-1) and median (6.6 mgC l-1) values 

for the present study fall at the lower end of the radiation fog studies reported in Herckes et al. (2013).  

However, there are several studies in the Central Valley of California and along the US Gulf Coast with 

values within 20 to 30% of those measured here.  Meanwhile, the summary also includes other studies 

at those locations and elsewhere with TOC or DOC values 2 to 20 times higher than the current study. 

 

3.6  Ammonia Partitioning 

The relative abundance of ammonium in the radiation fog samples led to an interest in the 

abundance of gas phase ammonia in the area and the partitioning of ammonia between the gas and 
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aqueous phases.  Equilibrium considerations imply that measureable amounts of ammonia should have 

been present in the gas phase during every radiation fog event.  As mentioned previously, however, a 

range of studies have shown that Henry’s law equilibrium does not always adequately explain measured 

partitioning for ammonia or other gases.  To investigate the degree to which Henry’s law equilibrium 

was satisfied for ammonia during this study, the measured aqueous phase ammonium concentrations 

were compared to predicted values based on simultaneously measured gas phase ammonia 

concentrations.   

Gas phase ammonia was measured with an Air Sentry II Ion Mobility Spectrometer (Particle 

Measuring Systems), an instrument that has been used for the monitoring of ambient ammonia in 

previous field studies (Myles et al., 2006; Prenni et al., 2014).  For this study, calibration was performed 

with 5 ppm certified ammonia in nitrogen diluted to zero to 50 ppb with a Teledyne API Model 702 

precision calibrator.  The stated precision for the Air Sentry II is ± 1.5 ppb, and this particular instrument 

was found to measure ammonia concentrations 0.5 ± 1.1 ppb higher on average than concurrent 

denuder based ammonia measurements, a conclusion based on an intercomparison of 52 12-hour 

sample periods (unpublished results). 

Ammonia measurements were made between 2012 and 2014.  During this period, valid gas 

phase ammonia concentrations were available for 31 of the radiation fog sample periods.  Average 

ammonia concentrations ranged between 1.5 and 7.8 ppb.  For each fog sample period, the average gas 

phase ammonia concentration was used to calculate a theoretical aqueous phase ammonium 

concentration according to Henry’s law equilibrium.  The Henry’s law constant for ammonia, dissociation 

constants for ammonia and water, and temperature dependencies were taken from Seinfeld and Pandis 

(2006).  A ratio of the actual measured ammonium concentration to the theoretical equilibrium 

ammonium concentration could then be determined for each sample period: 

𝑅𝑎𝑞 =
[𝑁𝐻4

+]
𝑎𝑞

𝑝𝑁𝐻3  𝐾𝐻
∗  (Eqn. 3) 
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Where [𝑁𝐻4
+]𝑎𝑞 is the measured ammonium concentration, 𝑝𝑁𝐻3

 is the partial pressure of ammonia, 

and 𝐾𝐻
∗  is the effective Henry’s Law coefficient for ammonia.  Values of Raq less than one indicate 

subsaturation of the aqueous phase and values greater than one indicate supersaturation of the 

aqueous phase.  The values of Raq for the current study are displayed in Figure 7.  Although there is a 

great deal of variability, the ratio of measured to equilibrium concentrations appears to be a function of 

pH, with supersaturation at higher pH values and subsaturation at lower pH values.  Similar trends have 

been reported for previous studies in which aqueous and gas phase ammonia were simultaneously 

measured (Figure 7).  Voisin et al. (2000) and Sellegri et al. (2003) also found that ammonium was 

subsaturated by one to two orders of magnitude in supercooled and mixed phase clouds for pH < 5.5.  

The trend of increasing subsaturation with decreasing pH, i.e. increasing solubility, suggests that 

mass transfer limitations may be preventing droplets from attaining equilibrium with the gas phase.  

Winiwarter et al. (1994) and Ervens et al. (2003) investigated this possibility by developing simple 

models that specify the aqueous phase concentration as a function of time for droplets having an initial 

concentration of zero.  Both took as their starting points the mass transfer coefficients derived by 

Schwartz (1986) for gas phase diffusion to a liquid droplet and interfacial transfer across the droplet 

surface.  The combined rate coefficient is given as: 

𝑘𝑚𝑡 = [
𝑟2

3𝐷𝑔
+

4𝑟

3𝜐𝛼
]

−1

 (Eqn. 4) 

Where r = droplet radius, Dg = gas phase diffusion coefficient, ν = mean molecular speed, and α = 

accommodation coefficient.  

The derivation of Winiwarter et al. (1994) assumes a closed system in which uptake by the 

droplets reduces the gas phase ammonia concentration.  There is no mechanism to slow or stop mass 

transfer as equilibrium is approached, however, so concentrations greater than equilibrium values 

cannot be considered realistic.  The derivation by Ervens et al. (2003) slows mass transfer to the droplets 
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as the gradient between gas and aqueous phase decreases and equilibrium is reached.   They assume an 

open system in which gas phase concentrations remain constant. 

In either case, the mass transfer limited aqueous phase concentration at a given time can be 

divided by the aqueous phase concentration assumed to be in equilibrium with the gas phase to 

produce a ratio similar to Raq.  When expressed as a combination of gas phase and interfacial transport, 

the ratio derived by Winiwarter et al. (1994) can be written as: 

𝑅𝑎𝑞 = [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑡 −
𝑘𝑚𝑡𝐿𝑊𝐶

44600𝑅𝑇
) − 1]

44600

𝐿𝑊𝐶 𝐾𝐻
∗  (Eqn. 5) 

Where R = the universal gas constant, T = temperature, LWC = liquid water content, 𝐾𝐻
∗  is the effective 

Henry’s Law coefficient, kmt is the mass transfer coefficient, and t = time, here considered to be the 

lifetime of a droplet.  The ratio based on the derivation of Ervens et al. (2003) can be expressed as: 

𝑅𝑎𝑞 = −𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑡
𝑘𝑚𝑡

𝐾𝐻 
∗ 𝑅𝑇

) + 1 (Eqn. 6) 

Where the variable definitions are the same as for Equation 5.  These ratios are shown in Figure 7 as a 

function of pH for conditions that represent a realistic upper limit on mass transfer limitations (LWC = 

0.25 g m-3, r = 10 µm, t = 60 s, T = 273 K, and α = 0.001), along with values for Dg = 0.1 cm2 s-1 and ν = 

5800 cm s-1 (Winiwarter et al., 1994).  For these conditions, there is good agreement between the two 

approaches.  To illustrate the sensitivity to droplet lifetime, temperature, and accommodation 

coefficient, ratios for different values of those parameters are also shown in Figure 7.  For a longer 

droplet lifetime, an increase in temperature, or a larger accommodation coefficient, limitations on mass 

transfer are less severe and the degree of subsaturation decreases.  Overall, the trend with pH for any of 

the sets of conditions is similar to those obtained from measured concentrations, both for the current 

study and for previous studies, indicating that mass transport limitations play a significant role in the 

adjustment of the aqueous phase to equilibrium. 
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Although these models only treat transfer from the gas phase to the aqueous phase, the reverse 

could also be a plausible explanation for the observations of supersaturated conditions.  As fog droplets 

form on ammonium containing particles, the result may be aqueous concentrations that exceed 

equilibrium values.  In this case, mass transport limitations could prevent the droplets from rapidly 

outgassing and reaching equilibrium over the lifetime of the droplets.  Alternatively, supersaturation of 

the aqueous phase could also result from the collection of a bulk samples from a population of droplets 

that vary in pH.  Pandis and Seinfeld (1991) have shown that the mixing of droplets that are individually 

in equilibrium with the gas phase may result in a bulk sample that is no longer in equilibrium, and can 

result in Raq values up to 3.  Ervens et al. (2003) found more modest results for this effect, with Raq 

ranging between 1.12 and 1.48 for variations of 1 pH unit across a measured drop size distribution. 

 

4.  Conclusions 

The chemical composition of radiation fog has been documented over a period of 8 years at a 

rural location in Central Pennsylvania, revealing long term and seasonal trends, offering insight into 

emission sources in the region, and providing an indication of local air quality.  During those eight years, 

146 samples were collected with an automated CHRCC and then analyzed for pH, inorganic ions, organic 

acids, TOC, and TN.  Concentrations and pH values varied widely from sample to sample.  For example, 

the median ammonium concentration was 209 μN with a range between 31 μN and 1277 μN.  

Ammonium, sulfate, calcium, and nitrate were the most abundant inorganic ions measured while 

acetate and formate dominated organic acid concentrations.  Organic acids accounted for 15% of TOC 

on average leaving the majority of TOC unspeciated in this study.  TN was dominated by inorganic 

nitrogen species, with 18% being attributed to organic nitrogen.  While this fraction of organic nitrogen 

is similar to previous studies, the absolute concentrations of organic nitrogen measured during this 

study were much lower than previous studies.  The median pH was 6.46, but varied between 3.08 and 
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7.41.  Organic acids contributed significantly to the acidification of the lowest pH samples, while 

neutralization primarily by ammonium resulted in samples with high pH.   

The inorganic ion concentrations measured during this study were much lower than for 

radiation fogs sampled at other sites where measured values were at least a factor of two higher, and 

often much higher than that.  Given that radiation fogs form under stagnation conditions and are 

efficient scavengers of particles and soluble gases, they are representative of the overall loading of 

pollutants in the local area.  The lower inorganic loadings observed during this study are likely the result 

of the sampling site’s rural setting and associated lack of urban or major industrial emission sources.  On 

the other hand, concentrations of organic acids and TOC were in closer agreement with studies 

conducted elsewhere, perhaps as a result of farming related emissions in this predominantly agricultural 

region.  With comparatively lower inorganic concentrations, and more typical TOC concentrations, the 

contribution of organic matter to total solute mass in the fog samples collected at the study site was 

found to be higher than at other locations.  Organic matter contributed 52% on average to the total 

solute mass during this study compared to values of 33% or less in the Central Valley of California, the 

Po Valley in Italy, and along the US Gulf Coast. 

Based on correlations between species and concentration trends over time, the main emission 

sources that influence this region could be broadly categorized.  Anthropogenic combustion was 

identified through statistically significant correlations between sulfate, nitrate, and chloride.  Long term 

decreasing trends were also noted for each of these ions, with sulfate declining the most (76%) followed 

by chloride (72%) and nitrate (36%) for the period 2008 - 2014.  These trends were consistent with 

documented reductions in US emissions, which come primarily from power generation facilities.  Due to 

the steeper decline in sulfate, the ratio of nitrate to sulfate rose during this period from 0.3 to 0.9.  

Correlations between ions that comprise the major macronutrients in fertilizer, i.e. phosphate, 

potassium, nitrate, and ammonium, indicate that emissions from agricultural fertilizers impacted this 
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region.  Decreasing trends in these ions as the growing season progressed lends support to this 

conclusion.  Because potassium is considered to be a tracer for biomass burning, its presence in the fog 

samples and its strong correlation with TOC indicate that biomass combustion is a source of emissions in 

the local area.  Finally, correlations between calcium, magnesium, and nitrite provide evidence of a 

crustal emission source.   

The practice of using gas phase CO2 concentrations and Henry’s law equilibrium to determine 

aqueous bicarbonate concentrations appears to underestimate the actual amount of bicarbonate 

present in samples collected during this study.  This conclusion was based on measurements of 

inorganic carbon that were available for a subset of the fog water samples.  When bicarbonate 

concentrations derived from measured inorganic carbon were used in place of those based on CO2 

equilibrium, the correlation between anions and cations improved and the ion balance was closer to 

unity.  The apparent lack of equilibrium between the gas and aqueous phases was also observed for 

ammonium during sample periods in which gas phase ammonia was concurrently measured.  Aqueous 

phase ammonium concentrations were lower than equilibrium predictions for low pH samples and 

higher than predictions for high pH samples.  For subsaturated samples in this and previous studies, the 

trend in subsaturation as a function of pH suggests that the transfer of gas phase ammonia into the 

liquid droplets is limited by gas phase diffusion and interfacial transport.  Supersaturated samples may 

be the result of the bulk collection process in which droplets of varying size and pH are individually in 

equilibrium with the gas phase but do not remain in equilibrium once mixed.  Although not explicitly 

addressed here, nucleation scavenging of ammonium containing particles coupled with limitations on 

mass transfer out of the droplets could also result in supersaturation.   
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  Units DL RSD No. of Samples Average Median Min Max 

pH - - - 146 4.65a 6.46 3.08 7.41 

Na+ μN 7.9 3.2% 134 5.7 3.9 < DL 53.8 

NH4
+ μN 6.0 2.3% 134 244.0 209.0 31.2 1277.4 

K+ μN 1.1 3.0% 134 8.9 6.5 < DL 93.1 

Mg2+ μN 1.8 3.9% 134 6.2 4.9 < DL 23.1 

Ca2+ μN 5.1 2.3% 134 71.0 50.5 5.1 402.6 

Cl- μN 1.3 4.3% 134 14.9 9.4 2.5 103.9 

NO2
- μN 0.8 3.0% 97 11.5 9.2 1.2 66.0 

NO3
- μN 0.4 3.3% 134 48.1 31.4 4.5 398.3 

SO4
2- μN 1.0 2.7% 134 105.1 69.2 7.3 955.4 

F- μN 0.2 4.9% 94 1.6 0.8 <DL 26.0 

PO4
3- μN 0.7 3.1% 94 7.6 5.1 1.3 70.1 

bHCO3
- μN - - 146 28.5 21.9 0.0 242.8 

cAcetate μM 1.3 3.4% 94 40.2 21.2 1.7 696.6 
cFormate μM 1.4 4.0% 94 53.3 19.6 3.2 1182.1 

TOC mgC L-1 0.3 5.0% 67 8.2 6.6 2.2 28.1 

TN mgN L-1 0.3 5.1% 55 4.1 3.6 1.6 11.5 
a based on average H+ concentration             
b calculated based on assumption of equilibrium with gas phase CO2       
c represents ionic plus non-ionic forms           

 

Table 1.  Detection limits (DL) at the 95% confidence limit and relative standard deviations (RSD) for the 

fog water analyses and statistical summary of sample composition.   
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  Cl- NO3
- SO4

2- NO2
- PO4

3- Ac- For- Na+ NH4
+ K+ Mg2+ Ca2+ TOC ON 

Cl- 1.00              

NO3
- 0.30 1.00             

SO4
2- 0.63 0.55 1.00            

NO2
- 0.05 -0.06 -0.02 1.00           

PO4
3- 0.33 0.50 0.41 0.03 1.00          

Ac- 0.22 0.05 0.03 0.15 0.14 1.00         

For- 0.26 0.13 0.10 0.02 0.27 0.94 1.00        

Na+ 0.47 0.08 0.10 0.17 0.24 0.02 0.02 1.00       

NH4
+ 0.52 0.69 0.92 0.17 0.61 -0.01 0.04 0.10 1.00      

K+ 0.23 0.15 0.18 0.24 0.64 0.12 0.20 0.05 0.19 1.00     

Mg2+ 0.36 0.20 0.28 0.53 0.27 0.38 0.30 0.13 0.25 0.33 1.00    

Ca2+ 0.27 0.02 0.20 0.69 0.14 0.21 0.12 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.72 1.00   

TOC 0.39 0.36 0.25 0.31 0.41 0.73 0.67 0.00 0.49 0.60 0.45 0.31 1.00  

ON 0.28 0.56 0.72 0.04 0.64 -0.03 -0.12 0.15 0.85 0.25 0.05 -0.05 0.39 1.00 

 

Table 2.  Correlation coefficients for inorganic ions, acetate, formate, TOC, and organic nitrogen 

measured in the fog samples.  Bold values indicate statistical significance (p<0.01). 
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Figure 1.  Concentrations of low molecular weight organic acids measured in 94 samples collected 

between 2012 and 2015.  The central solid line represents the median, the box represents the 25th and 

75th percentiles, and the error bars represent the minimum and maximum values of the measurements.  

The thick horizontal lines represent detection limits. 
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Figure 2.  Concentrations of DOC vs. TOC for 12 samples collected in 2014 and 2015.  Error bars 

represent 5% RSD. 
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Figure 3.  The distribution of pH values for all radiation fog samples (columns).  Lines indicate the bin 

averaged fractions of acetate + formate (solid line), sulfate + nitrate (dashed line), and ammonium + 

calcium (dotted line) for samples in which organic acids were measured. 
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Figure 4. Balance between anions and cations for the subset of fog samples in which TOC analysis was 

completed (2013 - 2015).  Open circles represent measured anions plus calculated bicarbonate in 

equilibrium with gas phase CO2.  Closed circles represent measured anions plus bicarbonate determined 

from measured inorganic carbon concentrations. 
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Figure 5.  Statistically significant trends in sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, chloride, pH, and the ratios of 

nitrate/sulfate and ammonium/(sulfate+nitrate) over the duration of the study. 
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Figure 6.  Mean concentrations of formate (black bars), acetate (dark gray bars), oxalate (light gray bars), 

and propionate (white bars) for the current study in Central Pennsylvania and previous radiation fog 

studies.  Studies that report median values are denoted with an asterisk. 
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Figure 7.  (a) The ratio of measured aqueous phase ammonium concentration to theoretical equilibrium 

concentration (Raq) for the current study (circles) and from Facchini et al. (1992) (dashes), Winiwarter et 

al. (1994) (x’s), Winiwarter et al. (1994) (pluses), Jaeschke et al. (1998) (triangles), and Jacob et al. 

(1986) (squares). The open circle represents a sample period in which rime ice was collected during a 
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supercooled fog event. Error bars for the current study are based on the RSD for ammonium measured in 

the fog samples and +/- 1.1 ppb for gas phase measurements. (b) Values of Raq for the current study 

along with modeled Raq values based on derivations by Winiwarter et al.  (1994) (solid lines) and Ervens 

et al. (2003) (dashed lines).  The black lines show results for conditions described in Section 3.6 of the 

text.  The gray lines show results for an increase in the accommodation coefficient from 0.001 to 0.01 

(1), droplet lifetime from 60 s to 600 s (2), and temperature from 273 K to 295 K (3). 
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